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In a 2010 survey, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) found that 80 percent of people with broadband internet in the U.S. didn't know the speed of that broadband connection [source: Gurin]. In addition, some may be surprised to learn that they only get a fraction of their service's advertised maximum speeds. For example, your Internet service provider (ISP) might
have you on a plan that says up to 30 Mbps down while you really only get download speeds of about 19 Mbps. Sites like speedtest.net offer free tests for both uploading and downloading speeds from your internet connection, but be wary of some of the tempting start buttons in photos on the sites – many are actually well-designed ad that looks like they're part of the site's test
mechanisms. Before you call your ISP about any discrepancies, remember that the plan you're on is based on a maximum value. Your actual results are influenced by factors such as your ISP's peak web usage times, the number of people sharing your line and your distance from the ISP's fiber pipeline. When it comes to streaming HD video, you'll need a broadband speed, or
bitrate, that can handle a progressive scan rate of 720p. Since your HD-capable screen refreshes the screen 60 times per second, it means ensuring all those video frames are received and ready to play before needing. Your computer or other device will cache all the incoming data and queue the video frames so they're ready for smooth playback. From there, determining the
speed you need seems to be a matter of math. However, that math requires an idea about the size of the video file. It depends on how the file is encoded, more commonly referred to as the file type. A one-hour 720p video in the MPEG-2 standard can be 2.7 GB while the same video in one of the latest video standards, H.264/Advanced Video Coding (AVC), can be nearly 13 GB
[source: Digital Rebellion]. Thus, differences in file size may be one explanation for why different sites have different speed recommendations to stream their HD content. Suppose the video you stream is one hour long, and the file size for that video is 6 GB. While a broadband connection of up to 10 Mbps allows you to easily stream a lot of video content online, you want 15 Mbps
or more for this six-gigabyte HD video. Here's a quick look at the math: Approximate megabytes: 6 GB = 6,144 MB (1 GB = 1024 MB)Approximate megabits: 6,144 MB = 49,152 Mb (1 bytes = 8 bits)Number of seconds per hour calculation: 60 x 60 = 3,600Megabits per hour calculation: 49,152/3,600 = 13.65 Mbps When streaming HD content, also consider whether the connection
jumps over a wireless router. If so, note that the connection speed may drop over the connection if the WiFi standard isn't fast enough. You'll want to slow down 802.11b connections, and the latest latest is the ideal choice to keep up with faster broadband services. As with anything you do about your broadband connection, you should note whether your ISP will delay or stop your
service after reaching a certain bandwidth threshold. Some sites, like Netflix, let you choose a lower playback quality to help you stay within those thresholds, though that means giving up the higher definition. Also, make sure that the hardware you use is not only HD-able, but it has the processing power to cache and play video files in HD. For much more information about your
Internet connection and streaming HD video, head over to the next page. Roku streaming devices are certainly core components of the cord-cutting lifestyle. Roku offers great accessibility of content with its cheap hardware, making it a fantastic option for upgrading every television in your home. Beyond providing access to gobs of high definition video, the interface is extremely
easy to use and the setup process is minimal. However, the utility of the hardware is not limited to the content on the public channels available within the Roku channel store. In addition to a somewhat hidden batch of private channels that can be installed on the device, video content can be streamed via your wireless network to a Roku from a laptop or computer. Music and photos
can be streamed from a mobile device using the free Roku app, which also supports screen mirroring from Android and Windows 8 and 10. If you've just started using a Roku, or just want to become more of a power user, here are several tips and tricks that will get your value-packed streamer humming at full throttling. Roku Ultra Before we start, a simple but often overlooked first
step is increasing your wireless speed. While a wired connection to a home's router is the best possible solution for streaming HD or Ultra HD content, this is not an option for some rooms. In addition, only the Roku Premiere+ and Roku Ultra (or the older Roku 3 and Roku XS) come with an Ethernet port for a wired connection to your router. The cheaper models in the Roku line
rely solely on wireless b/g/n/ac compatibility to play streaming video and audio content. If you've bought a router over the last two years, it's probably more than up to the task of streaming full-HD video. But 4K Ultra HD, supported on the latest Roku models, can't also sail. If that's the case in your home, consider upgrading to a router that can support the latest Wi-Fi flavor: 802.11
AC. It offers faster speeds than 802.11 n, and it's also more robust in terms of maintaining a strong link. Check out our router reviews, including the Portal, a digital trends editor's choice. You may also want to work with your check to view the bandwidth available under your current plan — 25 Mbps or faster recommended for 4K content. A third-party authentication tool
SpeedTest.net you provides good metrics to use before deciding to upgrade to a more expensive option. Separate from the public channels listed within the Roku Channel Store, there is a collection of private channels that simply have not been officially approved by Roku. Private channels can range from applications developed by those who do not want to go through the approval
process to applications that are still in a beta test phase. The majority of these applications are free, but there are some private channels that require a premium subscription or purchase. A number of resources exist for finding these hidden channels, including: rokuchannels.tv and mkvXStream. To add a private channel to your Roku device, login to the Roku site and search for
the Add a private channel link within the account profile menu. Simply enter the access code and the channel will be added to your Roku devices. For reviews on private channels, check out Streamfree.tv as well as RokuGuide.com. One of our favorites is the choice of curated content that's Nowhere.TV. Keep in mind that private channels are not officially supported by Roku, so
buggy performance can take place during the operation. With the latest version of the Roku software, you can throw your entire smartphone, tablet, or computer screen on your TV. While not yet supported on iOS or MacOS, this feature is a great way to get any services you can't find in the Roku Channel Store (whether public or private) as long as you have the app on your
device. Simply enable Screen Mirror from the Roku Settings menu, and then select your Roku device from your smartphone or tablet within the &gt;-&gt;menu. If you have a be beneficiary of video content on a personal laptop or computer, check out the addition of Plex Media Server to your computer or NAS as well as the official Plex app (channel) from the Roku channel store.
Plex Media Server will index all your movies, music, and photos on your computer and (via the Plex Roku channel) gives you an easy way to browse and play those files on your TV. It's like creating your own private Netflix. While the Plex software can automatically transcode video formats that aren't supported by Roku hardware, it's best to use video formats like MP4 and MOV
to get the fastest streaming experience. Using a free, open-source solution like Handrem is probably the simplest solution for converting video files into those streaming-friendly formats. In addition to streaming video files stored on your home network, the Plex software also allows you to access certain private channels that are locked or removed for any reason. For example, a
few years ago there was a gap between HGTV the of his private Roku channel and the release of his official version. During that time, time, can still access HGTV video via the HGTV channel on Plex. While the interface can sometimes be somewhat complex, the ability to continue to check that content is invaluable for cord-cutters. Available for free on iOS and Android devices,
the official Roku app gives you a wealth of options including: full remote control of any Roku in your home; the ability to browse, add and remove channels from your account; and the ability to stream music, videos and photos located on your device. Music fans will appreciate the ability to shuffle tracks, as well as the ability to create playlists within the application. For your photos,
you can customize the transition style and adjust the speed of the photo slideshows, as well as stream a specific song from the mobile device during the slideshow. Voice search, which was previously only available to Roku 3 or Roku Ultra users via the included wireless remote, is now available to all Roku users via the app. This is a great way to avoid the hunt-and-tap method for
text entry. But perhaps the coolest addition to the Roku app is Private Listening. Supported by all the latest Roku hardware, this feature lets you listen to whatever content on your Roku via the headphones plugged into your phone or tablet. It's also smart enough to know when you unplug your headphones and turn on the volume again accordingly for the TV. The Roku remote has
a handy instant replay (or skip back) feature that lets you rewind your video by 10 seconds each time you use it. But for a truly useful instant replay — one that helps you figure out muddy dialogue or thick accents — turn on the closed captions for instant replays, which can be done in the Captions mode setting on your Roku. While the Roku does not have universal parental
controls, users do have the ability to restrict specific actions using a four-digit PIN code. After signing in to the user account on the Roku website, a custom four digit PIN can be selected within the menu. In addition, you can choose to specifically request the PIN before authorizing a purchase or even before installing any free application on the device. By using this PIN, parents
can avoid situations where a child can unknowingly buy games like Angry Birds or you know jack not. This applies only when you try to add channels or games from the Roku device. Users can still add public and private channels through the web portal without enduring the PIN. While the Roku hardware comes with internal flash storage for installing channel applications, if you
own a Roku Premiere+ or a Roku Ultra (or the older Roku XS or Roku 3), there's a small MicroSD port at the back of these units that significantly affect storage capacity Installing tons of channels and games on the Roku device will help you reinstall applications on the internal internal Save. Without a MicroSD card, this process can significantly slow down the process of
introducing applications. It is important to note that the MicroSD slot cannot be used to store video files or other content. Once the card is installed in the Roku hardware, the flashcard is automatically formatted in preparation for applications installed from the Roku Channel Store. If the card is removed for any reason, all applications will have to be re-installed once the card is re-
inserted. Roku specifically recommends using a MicroSD card with at least 2 GB of memory and a class 2 rating. For anyone who doesn't differ with memory card class ratings, it's a meting of how quickly data can be accessed from the map. For example, a class 4 MicroSD card can transfer data around 4MB/sec, while a class 10 MicroSD card can transfer data up to 20MB/sec.
Class 10 MicroSD cards in the 16GB range can be purchased on Amazon for as little as $6-7. If you're having problems, such as stuttering HD streaming over a wireless network, there are a number of hidden menus that can access through button press combinations on the remote. For video stuttering issues, the Quality Settings menus can be the answer. Access this particular
menu by pressing the Home button five times, rewind button three times, and pressing the Fast Forward button twice by about a half second between each button. Marked bit rate overrides in the top right corner, look for the menu option regarding playback debugging and enable it. When video loads into most applications, an overlay image will appear before the start of a video
and the user tells the speed of the connection. This will give you an idea of how strong the Wi-Fi signal is within the vicinity of the Roku. Within the same bit of rate override menu, you can choose a minimum bit rate to play video, assuming it is supported by the Wi-Fi connection and Internet speed. By default, the Roku will choose the best available bit rate. Finally, make sure you
use the My Feed service that can be accessed from the main menu on your Roku. This gives you a way to identify movies you're interested in watching, even if they're not currently available on any Roku channels. My Feed will keep tabs on the movie for you and alert you once it's available, as well as every time its price changes — very handy for Netflix subscribers. This is the
perfect companion of the Universal Search function. Be sure to check out the Roku Channel Store every few months to search for new applications. You can also check out the official Roku blog for content suggestions as well as announcements on new channels, new versions of the app and the Roku software itself, and of course hardware. Recommendations from editors
editors
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